
Hang on!  Investing in the 21st Century is a Rodeo…! 
“The First rule of becoming wealthy is not to lose money.  

 The second rule is not to forget the first rule.” 
Warren Buffet 

“Modern Portfolio Theory” (“MPT”)1, the 1950s’-1960s’ brain-child of University of Chicago economists 

and market gurus, is more or less the basis for “modern” investing – it’s the idea that investments can 

be measured for risk and expected return and then organized into a “portfolio” of multiple types of 

assets (e.g., stocks, bonds, real estate, or cash) to create diversification which can then, presumably, 

control investment volatility. 

While MPT’s benefit is that it gets investors thinking about risk, it can also mislead us to think that risk 

can then be confidently managed, even controlled, by using many types of assets with less or diversified 

“correlation2” – correlation is the concept that different types of assets (e.g., large company stocks 

versus small company stocks, or U.S. stocks versus international stocks) tend to behave with different 

risk characteristics over time.  However, looking at the chart below, since 1997 average correlations 

have been increasing, from the .40’s to .60 - .70’s.  The takeaway is that increasing positive correlations 

mean increasing portfolio risk.  

  

 
Sources: Goldman Sachs, Bank of America Merrill Lynch; Bloomberg, L.P.; and IMF staff; 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/randywarren/2015/11/04/your-portfolio-has-more-risk-than-you-think/#3d96c0e053c2 

 

In the 2007-2009 market drawdown of -50%, every major asset class, including non-U.S. stocks and 

real estate (“real estate investment trusts3, or ”REIT Index”) lost value – correlation failed to diversify 

risk.  Assets that historically had demonstrated lower “correlation” and lower diversified risk lost value,  

disappointing and even disillusioning investors’ expectations that MPT could diversify risk during crisis 

events.  Yet even today many portfolio managers, especially so-called “robotic” or robo-advisors4, rely 

on MPT.   

https://www.forbes.com/sites/randywarren/2015/11/04/your-portfolio-has-more-risk-than-you-think/#3d96c0e053c2


 

Source:  https://pixabay.com/photos/stock-exchange-trading-floor-738671/ 

Why did MPT disappoint?  

First, “liquidity” – with technology virtually all types of assets (stocks and bonds, also auto loans, 

mortgages, or even your health club fees) can be “securitized” (converted into investment “securities”) 

and traded instantaneously on markets using “exchange traded funds” or “ETFs”5.  Financial markets 

are now incredibly liquid – transaction technologies often buy or sell ETFs (for example, the S&P 500 

Index6) several times each trading day.  So each time an S & P 500 ETF is bought or sold 500 stocks 

are bought or sold, instantly.     

Second:  “Program trading7” – Large institutional investors8 now use automated-logarithmic program 

trading9 and are able to exploit this new level of liquidity - buy at 10 AM, sell at 10:05 AM.  The 

vulnerabilities of MPT are increased because its methods are based on long-term assumptions and 

data over multiple-year market cycles10, and may rely in part on data prior to the rise of high-volume 

program trading. For example, In the 1990s, post-Communist Russia was a hot emerging market, but 

by August 1998 its central banks were facing a cash crunch.  While other factors were present 

(Japanese recession, devaluation of Chinese currency, U.S. President Clinton’s impeachment) 

conventional MPT models failed to predict severe market volatility:  In August, DJIA stocks fell 3 times 

(first on August 4th by -3.5, then 3 weeks later by -4.4%, and finally on August 31st by -6.8%).  MPT 

models estimated the likelihood of the August 31st drop at one in 20 million – if you traded daily for 

https://pixabay.com/photos/stock-exchange-trading-floor-738671/


100,000 years, you would not expect such a decline.  And the odds of three drops of that magnitude in 

one month were a staggering one in 500 billion.11     

Third:  Humans! – MPT can’t properly quantify or measure human behavior – the greed/panic factors 

of investing.  The 2007-2009 crisis was to some degree a panic sell – small investors sold in panic as 

the large institutions were program selling.  Greed is the flipside of fear and contributed to the 1990’s 

dot.com stock buying frenzy, with investors heavily weighted to technology stocks and expecting 

continuous annual 20%+ gains year over year – of course what followed was the 2000-2002 -50% 

“crash” followed by a “lost decade” from 2000-2010 when stock markets merely went sideways.  

Fourth:  Rising interest rates – Standard MPT moderate risk portfolios have used allocations of 40-

50% in bonds or fixed income to off-set stock volatility.  However, over the next several years fixed 

income performance is expected to underperform as governments “normalize” interest rates by raising 

rates from the all-time lows since 2000.   

Summary:  So how can portfolios be managed to reduce risk, provide income, and grow long-term to 

off-set inflation?  Smaller investors (<$1-5 million) will need to review and adjust their methods.  For 

example, promising hedge strategies12, including insurance company sponsored fixed indexed 

annuities, may provide alternatives to bond and fixed income instruments.                        

ETF and institutional trading technologies, rising rates, behavioral finance, and now 10,000 
baby boomers/day moving into retirement and needing income.  Hang on!  It’s a rodeo out there!     



 

1 Modern portfolio theory (MPT) is a theory on how risk-averse investors can construct portfolios to optimize or maximize expected 
return based on a given level of market risk, emphasizing that risk is an inherent part of higher reward. According to the theory, it's 
possible to construct an "efficient frontier" of optimal portfolios offering the maximum possible expected return for a given level of 
risk. This theory was pioneered by harry Markowitz in his paper "Portfolio Selection," published in 1952 by the Journal of Finance.  
Source:  https://www.investopedia.com/search?q=modern+portfolio+theory 
   
2 In the field of statistics, positive correlation describes the relationship between two variables which change together, while an 
inverse correlation describes the relationship between two variables which change in opposing directions. Inverse correlation is 
sometimes described as negative correlation, which describes the same type of relationship between variables.  Source:  
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/040915/what-difference-between-positive-correlation-and-inverse-correlation.asp  
 
3 A real estate investment trust (REIT) is a company that owns, and in most cases operates, income-producing real estate. REITs own 
many types of commercial real estate, ranging from office and apartment buildings to warehouses, hospitals, shopping, hotels and 
timberlands. Some REITs also engage in financing real estate.  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real_estate_investment_trust  
 
4 Robo-advisors (robo-advisers) are digital platforms that provide automated, algorithm-driven financial planning services with little 
to no human supervision. A typical robo-advisor collects information from clients about their financial situation and future goals 
through an online survey, and then uses the data to offer advice and/or automatically invest client assets. Source:   
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/roboadvisor-roboadviser.asp  
 
5An ETF, or exchange-traded fund, is a marketable security that tracks a stock index, a commodity, bonds, or a basket of assets. 
Although similar in many ways, ETFs differ from mutual funds because shares trade like common stock on an exchange. The price of 
an ETF’s shares will change throughout the day as they are bought and sold. The largest ETFs typically have higher average daily volume 
and lower fees than mutual fund shares which makes them an attractive alternative for individual investors. Source:  
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/etf.asp  
  
6 The S&P 500 Index (formerly Standard & Poor's 500 Index) is a market-capitalization-weighted index of the 500 largest U.S. publicly 
traded companies by market share, the index is widely regarded as the best single gauge of large-cap U.S. equities. Other common 
U.S. stock market benchmarks include the Dow Jones Industrial Average or Dow 30 and the Russell 2000 Index, which represents the 
small-cap index.  Source:  https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/sp500.asp  
 
7 Program trading uses computer algorithms to buy and/or sell a basket of securities. Orders are placed directly into the market and 
executed according to predetermined instructions. For example, a trading algorithmic might buy a portfolio of 50 stocks over the 
first hour of the day. Institutional investors, such as hedge fund managers or mutual fund traders, use program trading to execute 
large-volume trades. Executing orders in this way helps reduce risk by placing orders simultaneously and can take advantage of 
market inefficiencies. 
Source: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/programtrading.asp 
  
8 Institutional investors are the big guys on the block - the elephants. They're the pension funds, mutual funds, money managers, 
insurance companies, investment banks, commercial trusts, endowment funds, hedge funds, and some hedge fund investors. 
Institutional investors account for half of the volume of trades on the New York Stock Exchange. They move large blocks of shares 
and have tremendous influence on the stock market’s movements. Because they're considered to be knowledgeable and, therefore, 
less likely to make uneducated investments, institutional investors are subject to few of the protective regulations that the Securities 
and Exchange Commission provides to your average, everyday investor. (Source:  
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/06/institutionalinvestor.asp 
 
9 Program trading is a type of securities trading, usually consisting of baskets of fifteen stocks or more that are executed by a computer 
program simultaneously based on predetermined conditions. Program trading is often used by hedge funds and other institutional 
investors pursuing index arbitrage or other arbitrage strategies. There are essentially two reasons to use program trading, either 
because of the desire to trade a large number of stocks at the same time (for example, when a mutual fund receives an influx of money 
it will use that money to increase its holdings in the multiple stocks which the fund is based on), or alternatively to arbitrage temporary 
price discrepancies between related financial instruments, such as between an index and its constituent parts.  

According to the New York Stock Exchange, in 2006 program trading accounts for about 30% and as high as 46.4% of the trading 
volume on that exchange every day.  Barron’s breaks down its weekly figures for program trading between index arbitrage and other 
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types of program trading. As of July 2012, program trading made up about 25% of the volume on the NYSE; index arbitrage made up 
less than 1%.   Source:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Program_trading   

 
10 A cycle is a wide term referring to trends or patterns that emerge during different market or business environments. During a 
cycle, some securities or asset clases tend to outperform others because their business models aligned with conditions for growth. 
More specifically, market cycles are the period between the two latest highs or lows of a common benchmark, such as the S&P 500 
which highlights the net performance of a fund through both an up and a down market. A market cycle is complete when the S&P 
500 is 15% below the highest point or 15% above the lowest point (ending a down market).  Source:  
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/market_cycles.asp 
11 Reference Benoit Mandelbrot & Richard Hudson, The (Mis) Behaviour of Markets, New York:  Basic Books, 2004, p. 4. 

12 A hedge is an investment to reduce the risk of adverse price movements in an asset. Normally, a hedge consists of taking an offsetting 
position in a related security using various types of options and futures contracts. 
Source:  https://www.investopedia.com/terms/h/hedge.asp 
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